Athens Bounce House Rentals, LLC
298 Tara Way Athens, GA 30606
706-202-8357

Setup Instructions:

(1) Lay out tarp and place unit on back side of the

(5) Lay out the unit where there is room at front of step
(unit should be completely on tarp).

tarp (unit unrolls from back to front). P.S. When
standing behind the unit, it unfolds twice to the
left and once to the right. So make sure the unit is
place mostly to the right (opposite this picture).

(2) Remove straps and unroll unit towards the front.
Unrolled unit should look like this.

It
.

(6) Attach blower to one tube. Close second tube (fold
tube to prevent air from escaping, then strap. Turn
blower on. If blower tube flops simply stretch it out.

\

(3) Start opening the unit and keep centered on tarp.

'

(4) Open sides and spread out over tarp.

After unit inflates stake down each corner. Drive
stakes into ground at an angle away from the unit.
Blower runs constantly.

Athens Bounce House Rentals, LLC
298 Tara Way, Athens, GA 30606
706-202-8357

Roll up instruction:
(It’s best to have someone walk on the
unit close to the person rolling it for an
easier roll.

(1) Turn off blower, open the tubes and

air pockets (if applicable). Move vinyl
around so it is not bunched up in one
place.

(5) Begin rolling up the unit opposite the

tubes. Roll as tightly as possible.

(6) When finished rolling, tuck tubes and

extra vinyl under the end of the unit.
(2) Fold one side over in half. The seam

should go to the middle of the unit. Walk
on this side to get air out. No shoes!

7. Strap the roll. Finished roll should look like this.

(3) Fold the other side over toward the

middle. There should be about a 6" to 8"
gap between the two seams. Walk on
both sides to get additional air out. No
shoes! Air tubes should be stretched out
for easy air flow.
"
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(4) Combine both sides. Walk on unit

(8) Stand unit on one end, slide bag over top, then

without shoes to flatten before rol1ing.
Place straps under the unit about 1 foot
from each side and 3 feet from top (Top
is where the tubes are).

turn unit on the other end to close off bag with the
string that’s attached to the bag.

